Many children and their elementary-school teachers believe that scientists have knowledge and reasoning powers unavailable to "the rest of us." Early in the education process many students and teachers treat science as a separate mystery, instead of part of a broad range of knowledge we all have and use daily. As a result, too many children believe that they can neither become scientists nor can they become effective evaluators of scientific findings.
It is up to scientists to demystify our reasoning processes so that children (and the adults they become) can see a need for our work and be able to adequately judge the quality of results we achieve.
Warning! This presentation looks simple, but it requires skills different from those you use to speak before your peers. Be prepared to be a kid, a parent, a teacher, and an old-time preacher as you get down on your hands and knees to touch the hands, hearts, and minds of small children. This presentation should not be undertaken by those who believe "the facts speak for themselves."
Objectives Help children learn that: v' They are born with the "tools to do science" a. Their senses (data acquisition) b. Their brains (powerful computers that can store and retrieve knowledge, reason, infer, and deduce) c. Ability to record and share information (writing and speaking) v' They have been scientists ever since they were infants v' Observation and description are the tools and basis of science at every level v' Scientists are people who have families, hobbies, and lives not unlike their own Age Group I suggest grades K-2; the hands-on nature of the presentation lends itself to this age group, and children this age have least learned society's lesson that science is "too hard." This age group is also the most comfortable with trusting their perceptions, as opposed to remembering what they've learned in a book or on a worksheet.
Knowledge Students Need Before Presentation-It is helpful if kids have talked about "the five senses" as information-gathering tools. Discuss this with the teacher as you set up a date and time.
Materials You Supply
To "turn on their science tools":
Vision Two clear plastic bags; one filled with fine-grained sand and the other with coarsegrained sand of similar color and composition. If time remains ask them if they have any questions. They'll ask about the earth science paraphernalia you've brought; I especially emphasize the importance of written field observations; basic tools we use to transmit our scientific knowledge!
Behavior Management
The first behavior to manage is your own. Be on time. Wear field garb, including pack, hammer, handlens, etc., if possible; kids need to see the tools that identify our trade. Greet the teacher warmly, and address her/him respectfully by title and name. Thank the teacher for inviting you to share her/his class's time. Arrange students with the teacher's help so that you can see each of them and be physically close to each. (I like them seated boy, girl, boy, girl on a circle on the floor, legs folded, knees next to those of the child next to them.) Be on their level! Be prepared to move around on your knees so that you can hand items to each child, see their faces, and establish eye contact with each one. Tell them why you are there. "I'd like to find out how many of you are going to be scientists when you grow up." "How many of you are scientists right now?" "What do scientists do?" Introduce yourself to the students and thank them for giving you their time and attention. Tell them briefly where you work and a bit about your life beyond your profession. Include the teacher in the experiments you and the children do, both as a participant and as an equal. Tell children and teacher what behavior you expect before your presentation. For example, "/ expect children to raise their hands and be called on before they talk." If the class seems to start out unruly, directly request the teacher restore order early. If kids get unruly, get silent. Don't raise your voice; talk more softly. Most kids know that when the talk stops it's time to evaluate and correct their behavior. If you see a child otherwise occupied, say, "Please put the (item) in your pocket," or whatever is appropriate. When you have completed your presentation, thank the teacher and students for their time. If you have positive comments, be sure to write a note to the principal before you leave. You are showing kids, by your hands-on approach, that they have the tools to learn, to describe, and to evaluate; not just filling their heads with earth-science facts! We must change attitudes about science if earth-science information and earth scientists are to be valued and used!
Evaluation of Results As

